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Abstract

The purpose of this_study wa's te examine ways to improve ,

Mathematics proble3.solving skills through the usage of sym-

bols and their meaningst'word meanings,and problem solving

strategies.

The,fUbSects of 'the stuay consista of nineteen seventh
\

graat'students in 'both the control and.experimental samples..

I -

Both groups were evaluated by a prete-C and a pozttest, the
....

cglitargialLcuman4_1est, Reading Comprehensn and Mathe-

,

.
.

w

matics Concepts ancl Applications. The results indicated
,

signi(icant difference eXisted between-th& samples.
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Reading, comprehension ecores and quantitative math 4cores

are steadily decreasing at.the elementary level. As educators

we arb faced with the task of improving these vital skills.

It is 'Relieved, by some that in order to soore highly in the

area of quantitative mathematics, also ref.er'red to in this

paper as problem solving, one must he able to compre end when

reading.. ReasearCh throughout the years has supported the

fact that- reading comprehensi'on abili=ty is nbt a determiner

for failure or succeed in solving mathelleic word problems..

Thorndike.(1917) found similaritoies in the cognitive processti

necessary to underetand mathematical 15roblet solving and that

of reading comprghension. He stated ".to understand a para-

graph is-like solving.a,problem jsr) mdthematics. It-consists

%

in selecting the right elements of the situation and putting :

1

-them'together in Xhe right relations and also with the right .

1

,

amount-of weight'or influence or force for each..., all under

the influence of the right mental tet or purpose or demand."

e ,

Even as early de 19l7 4 was noted that-reading comprehension;
11
.f

1

1

skills compatable'hut.independent of each othe
I

,

Data collected by tyda and Duncan (1917) indic ted"that 1

,

. . . . .

'1.

,the direct study:of quantitative
votabulaTy.poduced a signi ;

and solving a frobi..em in mathematies were tWo autonomous

ficant growth in problem solving abilitie.

Chaee (1917) studied.15 variabled which might effect

the ability of a middle grader to problem-solve.. He stated

that skill dm recognizint details'in reading along with fun

I 1
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damental arjAhlifeiic concepts and the ability tp compute were

among three majorr(predictors. . -

.Stern and Keisler.(1967)4studied the effect of instruc-

c

tion in problem solving strategies upon third gracrers' abili-1 :

.eies to interpret verbal problems. dle'y found that children

who were taught strategids for prQblem solying performed bet-

'ter with new, but similar problems ihan children who,hadnot

b'een.given instruction.

Irish (1964 reported that fourth graders in her Study

spent ten paecent of their study 'time in stating verbal gene-,
40

ralizations appropiate to the.topic under, studY. ., Irish found'

that the experimental children made significantlyireater

average growth than children who did not receive the trainingr °

Reilly and Pachrman (1978) suggested specific Fuidance

in solving,word problems be given to students. They develop-,

.ed a three-level reading guide f.,or use with word problems.

This guide was created in an effort to support their belief

4
that children, must be ' taught 'how ' to solve Word problems2

not told how to solye them.

Hypothesis

To provide additional evidence to support the theory

that mathematics problem sk4ls a6 not dependent upon read=

ing comprehension skills a stdy will be conducted. It is

hypothesized that the ability or inability to comprehend in

reading has no, effect on mathematic problem solving ability

of seventh grade studentS.

,



Assum tions

For the purpose of this study the researcher assumes the

Calif. p a Achievement Tes is a reliable and valid instrument

f measure. It is further assumed that the'subjects will co-
%

perate and will perform to the best of their ability on the

iven test.

Lj.mitations

The brief period of time available for this study will

lace limitations upon it. The Klumber of subjects used will

e relatively small. This study will also be limited by the
4

rade assignment of the students, t'heir class assignment and

A

the school'of attendance.

/
.12211a1.119.L.g
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Ability., Potential or actual power to perform a

e/äct.

Ability, rQadig. An individual's capacity to intertiret

rinted symbols rapidly and accurately.

Procedure

In early October6two seventh grade classes were adminis-

ered the California Achievement Test. This test measures the

chievement of students from kindergarten through twelfth

rades. TAere are ten levels of the CAT/C (Levels 10-19).

he California Achievement Test is,a criterion-referenced

chievement test. It p4ovides information about the relative

anking of an individual student against a norm group.. Level
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17 was admillistered-since it was recommended for students in

grade seven. _The only tests administered were Test 2, Reading

Comprehension and Test 7, Mathematioe. Cotcepts and Applica-

,)

tion.

The two classes were taught exactly the,same with the

exception that the experimental group'was giveh a'special

group lesson once a week for fourteen weeks that assisted

them in learning to solve problems thi"ough word meanings,

problem solving átrategies and symbol meanings and their

43

usage.

The control group was taught using a.structured approach

following the curriculum guide. Symbol meaning and Problem

solving:strategies we're taught incidentally in conjunction

with the mathematics computation prOcess.

The experimental group vas given vocabulary and practice ,

in sythbol usage. Isolated exrcises were also given to help

the students look at word'problems logically and eliminate

j.nformatiOn that wasn't necessary to help them solve verbal

problems.

At the end of the fourteen week'period both group's were

readministered the,California Achievement Test.

.E.Q§Ults

Table I illustrates the pretest results on the California

Achivement Test in the areas oX Reading Comprehension and

,Mathematics Concepts and Application.as achieved by the ex-
%

perimental and control sathpies:

4.

4
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Table I

Comparison Of. Test Scores on.the f.AlllatLiA_Asillignigni Test
P

in the Areas of Reading Comprehensiob and Mathematis ConceptS
s*.

and Appliction:
,

Sub'ects
Rqw Soore. Standard

-NTest . 'Mean Devisatio t

Experimental Pretest 19.47 7.35

19 students Reading-

Comprehension

Cont1401 14.63

19.stuctentS
,

!

6.2.1

14.92

s<.01

Experfmental Pretest

19 students Mathematilcs

Concepts and

_Application

dontrol

17.47 .6.96

15.26 5.40

7.14

, s<:01

As can be seen, the experimental sample mean at the out,

set of this study for the pretest on reading comprehension

was significantly higher than the mean of the control sample.

As ,can be further noted, the t for-the difference between the

means on the test of reading comprehension proved to be sig-

,

nificant. The results indicate that the samples started with
a

different levels of ability._



T,he pretest mean for the experimemtal sample was also

higher th,An the mean of the control sample on the mathenatics

concepts.aild a lication test. The t reSults indicated therb

was d signifiaaht statistical difference between the two sam-

ples.

To determine,the affect .of instruction as 'related to the

hypothesis, a comparison of the mean gains of both samPles

was undertaken. The results are shpwn in the table.

22121s.._112

Comparison of the Mean Gain of.the Experimental Sample and

Control ,Sample on the Calilfornia Achievement Tesl in the area

of.Readilg COmprehension and. MathematiCs Concepts and Appli-
.

cation.

auljects Test
Raw Score
Mean Gain

Standarcl
Deviation

Experimental .Reading 5.68

Comprehen-.

.sion

Conti'ol 14. - 4.14
,

4..97

Experimental Mathematics 5.26 t, 3.73

Concepts and

App1icatio4

Control . 9 5.56

-09

5,1.9

54.01

Table II illustrates the mean gain between the experi-,

mental and controi samPles. In the area of reading compre-

ii



hension the mean gain of both samples were relatively small

but the gain by the eXperimeritgl sample was zreater. The t

of 5.19 showed a significant gain between the mean gain oV

the control and experimental samples.

On the o-per hand, the mean gain on'the mathematics con-

cepts and application test_was higher for the control sample

than for the experimental sample. The t of 14.51 indicated

theite was a significant difference betweenrthe mean gain,of

the experimental and control samples.

ganllua.laaa

The results revealed growth in the areas of reading com-
.

prehension and seeming, as a result of instruction in the

area of mathematiCs concepts and applicatign. It appears by";

an analysis of che data that the control group at the onset

of the experiment was significantly different from the ex-

perimental group. The results of ;he data also indicates

that the lessons giyen to the experimental group on problem

solving, strategies and techniques, brought about a change

in the mathematics concepts and application test scores on

the @,IfLQL/ial31.2-yreii_jent Test but the control sample

achieved greater gain in the area of reading comprehension

without the extra instruction on the mathematics concepts

-and application test. Since there was a significant gain

in the reading comprehension skills of the control group it

is suggested that further reasearch be done in this area

witlisamples 'that are similar in intelligence and reading,

to determine the true impact of teaching reasoning and its

1 4



effect on'reading Comprehension.

The implications, suggested by the results, is that some

other factor operated in this stuay to affect the comprehen-

sion Of the control sample. Although no insteuction was

given to the sample, the students' ignificant growth may

have been affected by a Hawthorne effect or by the teacher/

who may have striven to improve erformance.

a
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Comprehension and gethematics problem
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Reading compreh.ension scores and duanti.tative math scorei

are steadily declining at the elementary level. As educators:

we are.faced with tlie task of. ipproving these vital skills.
,

It is believed by some that in order to score highly in the ;!

area of quantitative mathematics, also referred to in this

paper as problem solving, one must be able tp comprehend when

d

reading. Reasearch throughout the years has supported the

fact that reading comprehension ability is not a detei-miner

for failure or success insolving mathematics word problems.

Thorndike (1917) found similarities in the cognitive

4,

process necessary to understand mathematical prOblem solving_

and that of reading comprehepsion. He stated " to under-

stand.a Taragraph is like solving a problem in mathematics.

It consists in selecting the right elements of the situation

and putting them together in the right relations and also

with the right-amount of weight or influence.or force for

each... all under the influence of the right mental set or

purpose or demand.."

Bye (197,5) stated that reading difficulties in mathe-
c-

matics may stem more from the abstract and highly symbolic

nature of the subject than form an iriabilIty to recognize

or comprehend words. After reviewing Piaget's model of cog-,

nitive development-Bye deduced that many seemingly simple,
7

mathematical terms assume the use of cognitive abilities

whichpstudent'S might not possess. He suggested-that teachers

proyide students withla broader set of experiences, centered

15
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on the difficult concepts, in order to generate deeper and .

more specific meanings for the words causing difficulty when

problem solving.

"Rosenthal]. and Resnick (1971) conducted a study which

examined the effects of three val'iables on the difficulty.of

verbal rrithmetic problems. The variables used"in this study
A

included problem form, sequence of information and probleir

verb. "-It ,was concluded that student's need, to distinguish

sequencri of inf&tmation from sequence of events where they do

not cointqde and that reverse.sequence causes'the.greatest
r"

difficulty'in problem solving.

Manzo (1975) examined the of-4Athematical,il1j.te-
.

the math word problem possesses a barrier
racy. He stated,

problem

to learning tecause of the

complex,language and terse

new wordS: and notations an'd the

sentences.

teachers use an approach to the problems[which would involve

the teacher and,the student and the math,problem. Manzo

*
developed a procedlire entitled the R/Q ppOcedure. The R/Q

procedure involves the participation of both the teacher

and the student in a questioning strategy, they.both read

then ask each other questioti

the,student is ready to solve tihe problem.
\

^

Schell.(1981) in4e paper prZsented at ths annual meet,iPg
1

of the Missouri State Council of thr Triternational Reading ,

ige suggested math

each sentence of the problem and

Association explored the underlying'factops to students' ipo-

blems in reading and completing mathematics problems. Amopg

-

these'factors were
.4

16



1. Interest and motivatio 1 level

2. their Madiness fbr reading of the mater','

p rial .,
,

the reading level of the material

*

- j

4, the studOnts understahding of the purpose

for'reading ma ematics

She suggests students be ableto restate probleps in their

own wbrds.before attempting to solve them.

1

0

Irish <164) reported tha; fourth graders in her study 1

slient ten percent of thei-r arithmetic study time in stating

verbal generalizations appropiate to the top4.c under Atudy.

Irish fbund that the experimental children made siinificantly
4

greater average growth than childl:en who did ndt receive the

training.

When woring with mathematicwo2d problems,, students*

must be'able to read mathematical btatements in symbolic

form, use spatial cueb to interpret arithmetiô processes and

self in$trict;In order"of' process. In an btudy

(1976) conducted by Munro it was found that students encoun-
,

.

ter more dithculty in manipulating math statements written

in normal language. Munro hypothesized " performance in

"many areas of human functioning is implicitly related to
oP

one's ability to use language skills. Mathematics perfor-

mance in many areas oi language." He further suggested that

the-students b% trained to translate symbolic
o

statements

and word problems into a " set of teMporarily sequenced

actions or operation& initially applied to concrete'matelsial

7
9
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'or represented in drawings." The,students can describe a

statement through a series of physicai actions or overtl.

verbalize a written statement or problem before soll4ing it.

This will help the student code the information within his

existingAanguage structures, which may not assist him to

pro'c'ess and use t:he,-coded information intellectually.

- Watkins (1979) in a study conducted on college students

concluded that students understand mathematics better when
2

concelts are' written with mare common grammatiCal structures

and without symbols. 'This suggests that the process of sol-

ving 'the p/Nblem is not the difficultMaced by students, it

±s the symbols used in mathematics that might,be causing the

most difficulty.

Pribnow (1969) in his article entitled 'Why,Johnny Can't

"Read" Word Problems' stated " the reasan or reasons fof the

inability of students to master the solving-of wOrd problems

appears to'be an inability on the part o/f?the student to-or- r
i

ganize and an,t!lSrzethe problem.

In.some problems, the math proCess is not.explicitly
4

stated and the atudent must choose ',the correct rocess. Pro-

blems which require,the student to manipulate the statement,

cause gr t dIffibulty. Brunnr makes some suggestions for

teachers in an effort to prepare,students for readint mathe-

matical exposition. She suggests tliat.the tekcher point out

d/(
ta students that "mathematics.be read at a slower rate in

terts_of the number of wordsiread in a given interval of time

since this rate is not slow in,terms of information communica-
,

J.



ted in that time interval .... mathematical exposition commu-
. . .

"nicates a 'great deal in.a shcYt statement. Beca se of the

\
, ,

non-redandancy of mathematics, a'reader must .be aware of'the
. 4 ,

possibility that he may overlook a key word dr phrase."

Earp,,Din an address before an IRA Convention, recogpized at I

least three different kinds of.reading adjustment required.

Ifor mathematics:
/ \

1 slower rate than used for.flon-
A

mathematical mateials_,

2. varied eye movement including types

of regressive eye movements,

3. -intentional rereading

Thomas and Robinson (1972) developed a mathematics stud

skill device calldd the PC14R. This method, a variation of

I%
, the SQ3R requi0s- the student to preview, question, re'ad,

reflect, and reWrite the word problems. at provides math

I students with a systematic method Of.approaching word pro-__

blems.

It was suggested by Malfei that the teacher provide the
/-
(

,.

student with,structure. He also feels that this method is

mose4effective with average and below average students since

bright students usally have their own method of solving
\

problems that is'aIready successful for them.
.

)

In conblusion, Reilly and Pachtman (1978) saggested

specific guidance iZsolring word problems b; given to stu-
\, /

dents. They developed afthtee-level reading,guide in an

' dffort to support their belief that children must be 'taught
4;
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Ca how' to solve word problems, hot Vld how.

4.
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TEST SCORES OF CONTiROL0SAMPLE

Reading Comprehension Mathematics Concepts and
t

Application

PZ,etest Posttest Pretest , Posttest
,4 '

19 -. 18')1 11 15

. 14 15 14 21

3. j18- 25
%

21 21.

4. 22 36 15 33 . d

5. 17 18 18 28
,

6. 15 17 13. 22

7.. 17 25 11 23

.. 6 19 9 14

9 10 17 18 33
,

10. 13 13 22 26

1.1 . 0, ri-E -5 13

12. 29 36 26 42

13. 12 16 1 0 20

14. 27 34 18 32

15. 15 24 , 23 22

16. 8 14 19 30

17. 7 10 11 20

18. 10 14 13 16

19. 15 15 13 30



TEST SCORES FOR EXPERIMENTAL.SAMPLES

1.
2.

Reading Comprehension

Pretest Posttest

29 32

20 18

Mathertics Concepts and

Application

Pretest Posttest'.

27 37

16

29 30 19 19

4. 11 12 15 26

5 27 34 28 36

6. 23 29 14 35

7 12 16 14 21

8. \-s, 13 19 20 22

9 16 10 18 10

10. 31 36 31 38

11 . 13 18 14 18

12. 23 28 18
1

13. '11 14 14 12

14. 16 20 13 19

15. 10 15 8 15

16. 24 30 13 21

17. 13 24 11

18. 11 23 9 11

19. 33 36 32 56

26


